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study of medieval literature. Such solecisms as plantei (for plutei,
bookshelves), opus major, and many others are perhaps due primarily
to the printer, but by going out of his way to add English renderings to
all his Latin quotations he has supplied a measure of his scholarship
which is not reassuring. His critical faculty, too, does not seem to be of
a high order; otherwise he would hardly quote freely from the pseudo-
Ingulph, or reproduce the exploded figment of Alfred's connexion with
Oxford as a substantial fact. In the latter case, by the way, the reference
is to ' Ziegelbauer, i. 826,' i.e., according to the bibliographical list, H.
Ziegelbauer's ' Observationes Literariae S. Benedict!,' Leipzig, 1784.
Such a work may possibly exist, but I can find no trace of it, and the
volume and page are those of M. Ziegelbauer's ' Historia Rei Literariae
ordinis S. Benedicti,' Augsburg, 1754. Signs of haste and carelessness
are, in fact, only too frequent. Thus ' Jordsua ' (p. 10, for Jordanes),
Richard of Wendover (p. 104), and Vineennes of Beauvais (p. 170, St.
Vincent p. 882) are mentioned as authors; William of Malmesbury, Odo
of Deuil, and Abbot Suger of St. Denys are classed together (p. 68) as
eleventh-centary historians; and ' Omons,' a mere scribe, still figures (p.
142) as author of the ' Image du Monde,' long ago shown to have been
written by Gautier de Metz. After this it is not surprising that Mr.
Putnam seems to be unaware (p. 148) that Gautier's Virgil really was the
' Bard of Mantua,' though in his grotesque medieval disguise of a magi-
cian. On p. 150 we have the remarkable statement that' in Christ Church
Canterbury . . . a library at Durliam was built about 1425 by Arch-
bishop Chichele,' and on p. 171 it is said that the library of John, duke
of Bedford,' finally found place in the Bodleian collection.' Apparently
Bedford is here confounded with his brother Humphrey, duke of Gloucester;
but what Mr. Putnam means by saying that something happened at Paris
' as late as 1618, in the reign of Charles IX' (p. 206), and that Selden,
who died in 1654, wished to borrow a book from the Bodleian in the
eighteenth century and in the reign of George II (p. 187), baffles conjec-
ture.

But in spite of its defects, of which the above are only a few samples,
together with a general lack of method which makes some portions
appear like a medley of more or less disjointed notes, the book is by no
means without value. The history of the diffusion of literature is an
interesting subject, upon which more information in an accessible form is
certainly desirable, and Mr. Putnam therefore merits a grateful acknow-
ledgment for the large amount of materials he has collected. At
the same time, if this volume is ever to become a trustworthy guide,
it must be rigorously revised, its authorities must be properly weighed, and
references more systematically given. G. F. WABNEB.

A History of Auricular Confession and Indulgences in the Latin Church.
By HENBY CHABLES LEA, LL.D. Three volumes. (Philadelphia:
Lea Brothers & Co. 1896.)

THIS work is, as the author's name would lead us to expect, marked
throughout by an erudition which involves a most laborious collection of
widely-scattered details, and by a praiseworthy effort after historic imparti*
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ality. The object, as stated in the preface, is ' to write a history, not a
polemical treatise.' ' With this object,' Dr. Lea continues,' I have abstained
from consulting protestant writers, and have confined myself exclusively
to the original sources and to catholic authorities, confident that what
might thus be lost in completeness would be compensated by cosurety.
. . . I have purposely bean sparing of commeat.' His confidence is ourely
justified, yet the ordinary reader cannot but regret fehat suoh admirable
impartiality in the general plan of the work hue not been quite effectual
in checking incidental manifestations of contempt for certain mental
attitudes which, however childish or sophisticated, have yet considerable
historical interest. Since it is in its historical character that this book
demands a notice in this Beview, it seems necessary to point out wherein
it falls short of first-rate historical excellence. In the first place, it does
not attempt to deal with pre-Christian origins, whether Hellenic or Jewish.
That the medieval system of confession and absolution did not belong to
primitive Christianity is a fact that demands some inquiry as to whether
any of its material came from the piacular rites of the Mysteries, or the sick-
bed confession of the Jews. Perhaps, however, this side of the subject is as
yet too speculative for handling except in a speck! treatise. Certainly
the influence of general outside conditions and institutions on the
development of the system is treated in an able and interesting way in
the chapters on ' Jurisdiction ' and' Redemption of Penance,' which ohow
how the ideas of wergild and other commutation!), franchises and liberties,
and the other legal conceptions of the middle ages were early transferred
from the secular to the ecclesiastical sphere.

Again, since this is professedly a historical work, we may regret that
the arrangement is not such as to bring out clearly the historical develop-
ment of the institutions in question. Certain historical landmarks are
pointed out in various connexions, the most notable of which is the decree
of the Lateran council (1215) which enforced, on the part of every one,
confession at least once a year to his own priest. The growth from the
disciplinary to the sacramental character is traced in the regulations of
some monastio orders, because they seem
to throw on important light upon the transition from the ancient ouatom of
publio confession in the congregation to the innovation of auricular confection.
They farnioh us (oic) a nearly perfect and unbroken chain o£ tradition preserving
that ancient custom down to the times of the schoolmen and the development
of penitence ao a sacrament.

The ehanges by which the old penitentiaries were superseded and more
latitude allowed to the confessors; the decline in rigour as the desire
to make confession an universal custom took form; the stricter insistence
on the seal of confesaioa, which naturally arose from tho other changes;
the swinging of the gteadulum from severity to laxity and back, cs oao
or the other seemed to carry with it more dangers—these are treatsdl
not in chronological order, but under the heads denoting various por-
tions of the subject. Thus the march of the whole process is eomewhat
obscured, and come repetition, or scattering of what would naturally go
together, is frequently involved. For example, the distinctions made
between Attrition and Contrition come in the chapter ' On the Pardon of
Sia,' in that on ' Requisites for Absolution,' aad elsewhere. The ques-
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tion how to deal with forgotten or doubtful sins meats us in more than
one part of the booh. Chapter xx., on the ' Classification of Sins,' is
very interesting, as ohowing the effect of the judicial and sacramental
view of sin and its removal on the system of Bomon Catholio ethics.
The chapters on ' Satisfaction' and ' Probabilism £ad Casuistry' contain
accounts of the attempted reforms of Leopold I of Tuscany, of the
division within the Jesuit body as to Probabilism, and of the ohof&ster
of St. Alfonso Liguori and his system of Equiprobabilism, whieh we
should like to ess treated at greater length. The chapter on the
* Influence of Confession,' is hardly satisfactory, sines, as Dr. Lea allows,
a comparison between the crimincl statistics in a country where confession
is practiced and in one where it is not can afford but on imperfect
criterion as to its general moral effects.

The third volume of the work, which has appeared stales our notice of
the first two volumes was in type, deals with Indulgences. This portion
of the subject hod naturally eoma up for incideatel treatment in the
previous volumes, especially in relation to the choice of a confessor, the
reservation of special cases, sad the practical desuetude of sevens penance.
Indulgences are, however, sufficiently important in eselesks&eal theory
and history to justify e> separate investigation. Dr. Lea shows their origin
in the early commutations of penance, and proceeds to the ohonge in their
purport which came with the growth of the theory of the ' Treasure" and
the non-sacramental character attributed to them by St. Thomas Aquinas.
He showB how the withdrawal of them from the sphere of orders to that
of jurisdiction favoured the assumption of all control over them by the
popes. It is evident from their early character that they have nothing
to do with absolution, and can only remit a poena, not a eulpa. Yet we
ore led to the conclusion that the distinction was not generally under-
stood by ordinary people, and that papal authority might bs oitsd fo?
the confusion. Dr. Lea considers that, in spite of the injunctions to
confession and psn&ne® in the bulls granting indulgences,' the esesomsnt
of penance would have grown obsolete had the church bsas left to ifes
own devices and not forced to a reform.' This, of course, is only
the scanty grants of indulgences had bssn superseded, for
purposes, by a policy of lavish gifts on advantageous conditions. With
regard to the decree of the council of Trent, Be. Lea oonsidera that it
' effected little reformation in the matter of indulgences, for the gradual
disappearance of the grosser abuses is rather to be attributed to the
competition with protestantism, since . . . where that competition did not
exist, as in Spcin, the old abuses continued to flourish.' Of course Dr.
Lea doss not omit to mention the efforts mode, within the church of
Bome, to effect a reform in the matter, nor yet the arguments of some
modem writers who or® favourable to indulgence on moral grounds; but
his own opinion is tha t ' the Church is fully committed to laxity.'

The connection of the whole system with the doctrine of purgatory,
and the desire of the living to assist the dead, is, of course, an important
part of the subject. The pre-Christian feasts for the dead are referred
to, but we are not sure whether they are regarded as offering a mere
analogy or an instance of survival or continuity. Similarly it would be
iatsrao&ng to feaoy Ds. Lsa's opinioa whefches &a eaafes&raities which
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obtained indulgences, and of which an interesting account is given in
chapter xi., had any direct connexion with the thiaaoi, eranoi, Bad other
associations of antiquity.

The arrangement of the work may be described as mainly chrono-
logical, with lengthy digressions on the most important parts of the
subject. This method necessitates a good deal of cross reference and a
want of continuity. For instance, the Congregation of Indulgences,
founded in 1669, is not described before p. 660, though it has to ba referred
to earlier. The general theoretical principles are explained most clearly
in the discussion of quasi-judicial questions which the various contro-
versies were continually opening. The digressions end incidental notices
ore not the least important part of this learned and elaborate study.

A&ics GABDHBK.

An Introduction to the History of the Church of England. By H. 0 .
WAKEMAN. (London: Bivington, Percival, & Go. 1896.)

I T is difficult to speak too highly of this excellent work, which is conceived
in a lofty spirit and adequately carried out. The main idem of the con-
tinuous development of the church of England is never lost sight of:
Justice is done to the great characters, its leaders and its enemies, who
made its history. The abiding results of the passing phases are aky&ys
plainly presented. There is always a wide sweep of generalisation cad at
the same time a remarkable freedom from inaccuracy and great fulness
of detail. If the plan of the work had permitted it (and limits of size
had allowed) full notes and references would have displayed a fulness of
research and knowledge so easily controlled as to escape a superficial
reader. This fulness has secured a constant freshness: the story of the
early English church, of Ancelm, of Becket, of Laud, of religious tolera-
tion, end of Wesley are instances of it. Great power of insight sad o
rare ability in summing np great movements is displayed, as in treating
of the medieval papacy (pp. 120, 180, and elsawhera), in on estimate
of the middle ageo, in the whole history of the reformation, of the
puritans, of the restoration period, and of Anne'o reign and occasional con-
formity. The special characteristics, excellences, and defects of the Eng-
lish churoh are clearly traced, and the loss or gain from its great crises
and insular growth fairly, although lovingly, estimated. It is something
to have a work covering BO long a period, serving the purpose of a con-
stitutional history and also of a narrative of effective events, inspired by
historic instinct and enthusiasm for the subject. It ought to serve many
uses at home, and disabuse some foreign critics of notions they still seem
to hold. Peculiarly good is the treatment of liturgical matters in general,
although some exception might be taken to the statement (p. 812) that
' neither in its original form of 1552 nor in its revised form of 1559 did it
[i.e. the Brayer Book] receive any ecclesiastical sanction whatever.' The
thirteenth century has sever been better summarised than in chapter vii.
Many larger books forget to notice as adequately the nonjuring schism, with
its long continuance. The longer notes on the papal supremacy, royal
supremacy, English orders, the dissolution of the monasteries, and the
oucharistic controversy are both concise and full. The whole of the re-
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